Abstract. DSM project implementation includes a plurality of main power plants, power companies, users, etc. It not only need to consider the economic and social benefits, but also to ensure fair market complex market process. It is necessary to scientifically and comprehensively evaluate the effect of DSM project. The AHP based on the index scale is used in this paper to analyze and determine the weight of the various factors. In addition, the data pre-processing is implemented to form the evaluation set of various factors. Considering a variety of factors such as economic, environmental and social factor, the model to evaluate DSM project is established. A numerical example demonstrates that the proposed model is rational.
Introduction
Demand Side Management (DSM) is a comprehensive systems engineering. It is a overall planning which need each parties to business and require the returns together. Establishing a complete evaluation system for DSM project not only can improve the evaluation indicators of DSM in our country, fully tap the incentives of the parties involved and then promote the implementation of DSM programs in our country, but also has a guidance influence for the planning and implementation of DSM programs, and how to coordinate with practical guidance between participators.
Cost-benefit analysis method is widely used to assess the effectiveness of the implementation of DSM. Establishing a complete evaluation model need to consider three main aspects: Firstly, analyze and evaluate the factors involved, determine the weight of these issues based on the actual weight problem. Secondly, quantify the various factors in order to remove the difference in their properties so that they can be compared mathematically. Finally, considering practical issues, combining the weight of each factors mentioned above and its quantified value, the evaluation model is established to accurately describe the influence and relationship between these various factors [1] [2] [3] .
The determination of each factor's weight
Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is a combination of qualitative and quantitative, systematic, hierarchical analysis problems method. It makes the layers hierarchical through the people's thought processes, compare relevant factors and intervening layer by layer test to compare the results are reasonable, so as to analyze the decision-making to provide a more convincing quantitative basis.
This paper divides the factor in the DSM into three aspects including economic factors, social and environmental factors. The AHP method is defined as follows [4] :
(1) Target level: The total evaluation value.
(2) Criterion level: It includes economic factors, social and environmental factors. (3) Methods level: The economic factor includes the cost-benefit analysis for power plants, power company and participating users. The social factor includes the fairness and the cost-benefit analysis for non-participating users. The environmental factor includes the cost-benefit analysis for environment.
Consider different factors, the judgment matrix A with the form of scaling exponent is constructed as follows: (1) Among them, each row from left to right ( or top to bottom ) respectively represents power companies, power plants, participating users, fairness and non-participating users. The value of a in the matrix is taken as 1.618.
Because the judgment matrix given by decision makers always can not satisfy the consistency. Thus, it is necessary to make judgment matrix consistency test. When the result of consistency test is poor, it need to correct the matrix. In order to meet the requirements of complete consistency, the evaluation judgment matrix need to go through the following tests:
Where max  is the largest eigenvalue in the judgment matrix. If the value of CI is larger, the consistency of judgment matrix is more poor. In practice, the specific approach is comparing with the average consistent index RI , namely:
Where CR represents the consistency ratio of the judgment matrix. When CR is below 0.1, the judgment matrix satisfies .consistency. Otherwise, it need to be corrected.
For the judgment matrix in this paper, the CR equals 0.0523, which satisfies the consistency. . In the implementation process of DSM, the environmental benefits are required by sacrificing the economic interests of power companies, power plants and participating users. Thus, the its weight can be thought as the average of weights of power companies, power plants and participating users, which is shown as follows:
The Determination of evaluation set
Through analyzing and summarizing the costs and benefits functions of each factor, the evaluation set is formed after pre-processing the cost-effectiveness data.
Firstly, no -dimension processing is implemented as follows.
Where i B is .effectiveness value represents of the i th factor. i C represents the cost value of the i th factor. i R represents the original cost-benefit ratio of the i th factor.
Then, because the importance of various factors for DSM is different, the cost-effective ratio of the economic factors need to be normalized. There these three economic factors can be compare mathematically, which can form the fairness factor.
Where o C , e C , u C are respectively the cost-benefit ratio of power companies, power plants and participating users. In summary, the evaluation set of each factor is formed as follows:
5 R E  .
4 R P  .
Where o C , e C , u C , E , P are respectively the quantitative evaluation value of power companies, power plants, participating users, environmental benefits and non-participating users.  is the fairness factor.
The establishment of DSM project evaluation model Economic factors.
In DSM, the economic factor is due to the following three sub-factors: cost-effective power plants, electric power company's cost -effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of power user. The economic factors influence model is constructed as follow: 
Where co E represents economic value. G  , com  , cus  respectively represents the influence function from cost-effectiveness to economic value of power companies, power plants and participating users.  is the threshold of influence function.  is the scaling factor of penalty factor.
Environmental benefits.
An important role for implementing DSM project is to increase energy efficiency and reduce pollution from power plants on the environment. Therefore, it is necessary consider the environmental benefits. When the quantization value of environmental benefits is less than the threshold value, it will appear in the model with the probability below 1, which make the overall effectiveness evaluation be smaller. Its influence function is constructed as follow:
Where E  represents influence function from environmental benefits to the total evaluation model. E represents the quantized value of environmental benefits.
Social factors
The fairness is introduced to reflect the benefits distribution among power companies, power plants and participating users. And the fairness value will be quantified as follows:
Where  is the value of fairness. The influence function is defined as follows:
Where  is the threshold of fairness factor.
Non-participating user is the indirect object of DSM implementation, and its benefits comes from avoiding cost of from the power sector. Its influence function is defined as follow:
Where P represents cost-benefit ratio of non-participating users.  is the scale factor to describe the impact of the on-participating users in the evaluation model.
Taking these economic factors, environmental factors and social factors, the DSM evaluation model is established as follows:
Where NW E is the total evaluation value of DSM. It is an efficiency target , the greater its value, then evaluation result is better. K is a amplification factor in order to facilitate the comparison of the evaluation values.
Specific example and results analysis
Applying the proposed method to a certain city for implementing the cost-effectiveness analysis of TOU price. In addition, the cost-effectiveness ratio of the non-participating users is regarded as 1. The original data and cost-effectiveness ratio are shown in Table 1 . The above data are put into the evaluation model, and the comprehensive evaluation value of each scheme can be obtained. For comparison convenience, another four schemes are implemented in the same model, which are shown in Table 2 . As can be seen from Table 2 , No.7 scheme obtains the highest comprehensive evaluation value due to its high economic returns. Only DSM continuously improve the overall economic benefits, ensure a reasonable allocation in the economic body, take into account environmental and social impacts, can make the implementation of DSM more efficient.
Conclusions
DSM project involves various aspects of cost-benefit analysis among power plants, power companies, and even power users and society. The analysis of one aspect can not be sole criterion for DSM project implementation. This paper applies qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis, establish an evaluation model and uses AHP based on index to the weight of economic and social factors, achieve a comprehensive evaluation of DSM. A numerical example demonstrates that the proposed model is rational. 
